CIRCULAR

In supersession of orders issued earlier in this regard, the rates for hardware, packaged software and networking equipments are fixed hereby under the cabinet decision number 550 dated 29.05.2000. The details of items, final rates, warranty period, brands offered by NICSI etc are available.

All departments of Government of Delhi can place order directly on NICSI for procurement of respective items without inviting any tenders by logging on the site http://delhigovt.nic.in/procurement and inputting the requirements. The computer system will generate required letter addressed to NICSI. NICSI will not accept orders other than those generated by this system. However, all other formalities regarding getting clearances from Finance/Planning/I.T. as per existing instructions will continue. Instructions on drawal of advance etc will also remain the same.

These rates will be valid from the date of issue of the circular till 31-Dec-2007 or till next order is issued in this regard, whichever is earlier.

In case any department needs a particular hardware or package software which is not indicated in the list enclosed then the rate for the same may be invited from M/S NICSI and approval of Finance/Planning /IT may be taken as usual.

This issues with the approval of Secretary (IT).

Sd/-
(DEEPAK VIRMANI)
DY. SECRETARY (IT)

To,

1. All Pr. Secretaries / Secretaries / Head of Departments
2. All Heads of Local Bodies
3. All Secretaries to Ministers
4. OSD to Chief Secretary
5. Secretary to L.G
6. All Dy. Commissioners
7. MD, NICSI

Address of NICSI

Sh P.R.Pillai / Sh Vaibhav Agarwal
NICSI
NBCC Building, Tower 15, 6th Floor, Hall no. 3
Bhikaji Kama Place, New Delhi-110066
Ph: 26105102, 26105182, 26105193, 26105054
FAX: 26105212